4.3 EQUIPMENT (PLAYERS UNIFORM)
A player’s uniform consists of a jersey and shorts. If undergarments, including but not limited to T-shirts, boxer shorts,
tights, leotards, body suits, bicycle shorts, sports bras, etc., are worn in such a manner that they are exposed, they will
be considered a part of the uniform. In that case, they must be similar and the same color for any team members (except
the Libero) who wear such a uniform. Socks and sport shoes are not part of the uniform.

4.3.1 The uniforms must be clean.
The color and design for the jerseys and shorts must be uniform for the team (except for the Libero).
4.3.2 The shoes must be light and pliable with rubber or composite soles without heels.
4.3.3 The players’ jerseys must be numbered in a permanent manner from 1 to 99 using Arabic numerals.
Duplicate numbers and leading zeroes (i.e., 01, 02, etc.) are not allowed.
4.3.3.1 The color and brightness of the numbers must contrast with the color and brightness of the jerseys. a.
Uniform numbers must be clearly visible and centered (both
horizontally and vertically) on the player’s chest and upper back.
b. Each jersey must use the same color and number height for all players, except the Libero’s jersey, which may
have different 13 Return to TOC color and size numbers, provided it still meets the minimum criteria stated in
USAV 4.3.3.2.
c. Color combinations such as purple/black, dark green/black, navy/black, white/light yellow or navy/maroon are
not distinctive enough to comply with the rules.

NOTE: Beginning with the 2018-2019 season, the color of the number must clearly contrast with the color of
the jersey irrespective of any border around the number.

4.3.3.2 The numbers must be a minimum of 4” (10 cm) in height on the chest and a minimum of 6” (15 cm) in
height on the back. It is recommended that the numbers be a minimum of 6” (15 cm) in height on the chest and a
minimum of 8” (20 cm) on the back. The stripe forming the numbers shall be a minimum of 3/4” (2 cm) in width.
4.3.5 Uniforms must be identical with the exception of sleeve length and the Libero players. An exception will also
be made for a single manufacturer’s logo or trademark on the outside of the jerseys or shorts, provided that the
logo or trademark does not exceed 2 1/4 square inches (14.6 square cm).
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19.2 EQUIPMENT (LIBERO UNIFORM)
a. The Libero must wear a jersey that clearly contrasts with the jersey of their teammates.
b. A jacket or bib can only be worn by the redesignated Libero. If a jacket or bib is worn by the redesignated
Libero, the uniform number must still be visible.
c. Numbers shall be a contrasting color to the uniform top and meet all other specifications in USAV 4.3.3.1. Color
combinations such as purple/ black, dark green/black, navy/maroon, and white/light yellow are not distinctive
enough to comply with the rules.
NOTE: Beginning with the 2018-2019 season, the color of the number must clearly contrast with the color of the jersey
irrespective of any border around the number.

